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It’s almost time again for the “Women of 
Winter” to head back to the slopes. This is 
a group whose mission “is to inspire and 

empower women and girls to get outside, to be 
courageous and to boldly embrace and pursue 
their dreams by carving their own paths in the 
mountains and in life.” It is a group that, in 
2020, upped their game from inspiration to 
action by holding a PSIA Level 1 Certification 
event and offering scholarships for BIPOC* 
women to attend. And now, this season, they are 
offering it again in partnership with PSIA-AASI. 
I am thrilled that Central Division member 
school, Hyland Hills, in Bloomington, will be 
host to one of the four instructor certification 
events for BIPOC women in 2022.

I have seen their presentation three times and 
on every occasion I have been captivated by 
what they have been able to accomplish. I was 
introduced to them earlier this year as they 
presented to the National Equity and Inclusion 
Advisory Group, of which I am a member, and 
at the National Board Meeting, where they 
shared the success of their first PSIA Level 1 
Certification event and asked us to be part of the 
vision to bring this opportunity to more BIPOC 
women. The Group and the Board recognized 
the value of the program and the strength, 
commitment, and vision of its leadership and 
supported working with Women of Winter. 
Most recently, in August, I saw them at the 
Midwest Ski Area Association meeting. 

From Inspiration to Action
By Brooks Lillehei, President, Central Division

The Leadership Summit held in June of this year, attended 
by the National Board, the President’s Council and Division 
Organization Leaders, was as inspirational as the Women 
of Winter. Those attending agreed to evaluate and explore 
potential business models so that Members benefit from 
economies of scale and seek to provide more uniform 
services and resources to enhance the Members’ experience 
across the country. In other words, we agreed to take action. 
We’ve made progress to this end, since 2007, when the 
leadership of the Divisions and National came together and 
envisioned what would become known as the three C’s — 
Communication, Collaboration, and Consolidation.

Those attending felt comfortable exploring opportunities 
beyond what had been spoken to in the past. We focused on 
what it would take to create a consistent member experience 
across the Divisions. Recognition of the National Team’s 
move to “one team,” in 2019, and how that philosophy has 
worked well as to overhaul our certification standards caused 
us to approach the solution differently. With the knowledge 
that members are members of National and their respective 
Division and that fees and services differ by Division, we 
would need to understand more about the services offered by 
each Division. Among those opportunities considered were: 
one uniform for Divisional Education Staff, one website, one 
fee, one delivery of periodicals – think either, two magazines 
shipped in one package or one magazine that is the Central 
Line on one side while you flip it over to read 32 Degrees.

I am thankful that our leadership continues to focus on 
creating a consistently interesting and meaningful experience 
for you.

*Black, Indigenous, and People of Color.
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It had been at least 20 years since I last rollerbladed, 
but hearing about the Skate to Ski event really got 
me excited to strap on rollerblades once again! 

I attended the MSAA event in Grand Geneva where 
two Skate to Ski events were offered. One was open to 
any PSIA-AASI member while the other was open to 
MSAA members. 

The event was a blast! I loved rollerblading as a kid 
and have always attributed it to helping me pick up 
skiing quickly. The nice part of this event was the 
realization that there is a strong correlation between 
the two sports. You may not think there is — due to 
rollerblading being on the road with skiing taking 
place on the snow, but the movements made for each 
are very similar.

I did not need any equipment in order to participate. 
The Rollerblade team brought skates, helmets, knee/
elbow pads, and wrist guards. They set up in an open 
parking lot and assisted with getting everyone ready 
for the event.

I was part of a group who were taken through 
an interesting learning progression. We were on 
somewhat flat terrain (for a parking lot) and began 
with stance... sound familiar? 

Not surprisingly, similarities with skiing began 
popping up. We went through stance, gliding, gliding 
while using the back wheel break, gliding while riding 

the front wheel of one skate — heck, we even did 
some tele turns! “Free the wheel, free the mind?”

From there we worked on turning. This was where it 
got really cool. As I became more comfortable, I focused 
on how I was making the blades move and turn. I 
focused on steering the inside skate through the turn 
and extending the skates out away from my body, then 
flexing under my upper body to move into the next turn.

The grip which the skates make with pavement don’t 
allow for you to “wash out” your turns so you are left 
working on steering and adjusting flexion/extension 
movements to make the skates move in the direction 
you want to go. Cones were set up and we worked 
through different “courses” using skills we had gained 
from the progressions.

Were people nervous? Yes. Did people fall? Yes. Was 
there frustration? Of course. Did everyone have fun 
and learn something? Yes! 

Q:  When is the last time you put yourself in your 
students’ ski/snowboard boots?  And, when is 
the last time you felt uncomfortable while trying 
something new?

The perspective realized of being a student again was 
incredible!

So much was gained with this event. One, I got to 
rollerblade again, and I forgot how much I missed 

Skate to Ski
By Dave McKinley

continued on page 14
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The White Noise from a steady rain and the 
spray off my front wheel on the wet Leelanau 
Trail created the perfect environment for 

reflection this past June. Looking inward, I began to 
think about the Roundabout craze that has become 
an invasive species in the Traverse City Area. I like 
Roundabouts because I understand how they work. 
However, I also don’t like them because most people 
don’t know how they work. 

Carreteras Principales also had to be shut down for 
an entire summer at the cost of millions of taxpayer 
dollars. Adding injury to insult, the Head Road 
Commissioner replied to complaints by informing 
locals that “You will just have to get used to it!” 

My inward reflections led me to believe I had become 
a bit of a curmudgeon. After arriving back at Casa de 
Miller, I began to think about other new things that 
released the curmudgeon in me. 

Virtual bike training has its place in the Winter, 
however it seems like the real McCoy is a lot more 
functional in the Summer. Fortunately, “Peloton” (a 
stationary bike) is a choice, unlike Roundabouts. 

While Virtual training certainly has its benefits, it 
lacks a kinetic soul. Rolling 200 watts on “Peloton” 
builds strength, but it doesn’t set you up for real time 
variables such as wind, precipitation, and dodging 
potholes. During the Pandemic, Virtual training 
was pretty much all we had. Countless hours spent 

Roundabouts
By Brad Miller

watching 
webinars 
via “Zoom” 
produced 
our required 
education in 
many fields. 
For PSIA-
AASI-C, 
webinars 
created an 
opportunity for members to receive required CEU’s. 
The Level 1 Alpine exam webinars replaced the need 
for a two-day event. 

Auditory learners were treated to a slice of heaven with 
webinars. My “Zoom Fatigued,” and kinetic learning 
was placed in purgatory.

Purgatory aside, the virtual world created better 
ways to communicate with Snowsports school staff, 
specifically in preseason training. The need to pull staff 
together for a meet and greet training session can be 
replaced by media tools such as Power Points, Zoom-
like meetings, and YouTube. PSIA-AASI has a slew of 
online products — you can even print out a certificate 
for some of them. 

I sure I’m not the only pandemic crazed curmudgeon 
who craves for education to return to normal, after all 
we rarely teach the public how to successfully ride via 
a computer screen. With all that said, it’s nice to know 
there are options, unlike Roundabouts. So let’s get 
back outside and enjoy life!

Ser feliz Amigos,

Brad Miller
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What We Value
By Ron Shepard, Executive Director, Central Division, 
Level III Alpine and Telemark Certified

During the 2021-222 season, PSIA-AASI members 
will be introduced to new National Standards 
for People, Teaching, and Technical Skills. It 

is a credit to our culture that PSIA-AASI standards 
have changed and evolved since our inception as an 
organization — we don’t operate based upon a fixed 
moment in time, but rather we assess ourselves and the 
world around us, evaluate our processes, and adapt and 
adopt as new ideas emerge. 

At one point in time, all that mattered was technique 
— if your skiing or riding skills were there, everything 
else was forgiven. 

As we came to recognize the importance of teaching 
skills — our clinic and exam focus changed to 
incorporate this as an assessment element, and few 
today would argue that “teaching skills” should not be 
a highly weighted portion of certification assessment. 

Along with Technique, we have come to understand 
the distinction of technical skills — not simply the 
ability to do something skillfully, but the ability to 
see and understand the movements and forces behind 
that, and to have enough understanding to describe 
and explain those mechanics. 

What we have missed in our assessments have 
been the tools to assess the quality of connection 
between instructor and student — the behaviors that 
Snowsports School directors have long identified but 
PSIA had not quantified. These are the skills that 
cause an instructor to have the highest request rates 
at a school, regardless of their level of certification. 
Sometimes we see instructors out on the slopes, and 
we do a little head scratch as we observe their demos 
or overhear their explanations, thinking “that’s not 
exactly correct...” and yet the students seem fully 
engaged and invested. These amount to People Skills 
— the ability to connect with one’s student, to 
build trust and relationships that foster long-term 
learning. 

As an organization, PSIA-AASI Central has employed 
education staff and examiners based upon the same 
qualifications that we have used to certify. We are 
almost always first drawn to exceptional technical 
skills- the skiing or riding that catches ones eye as 
inspirational — for accuracy, athleticism, grace, 
or some other nuanced quality. We have selected 
education staff for their teaching skills — the 

ability to convey complex movements and concepts 
simply and effectively. What we have never had as a 
“scored criteria” are people skills — in fact they have 
sometimes stood glaringly as a reason why NOT to 
hire someone, and yet the criteria did not exist to 
make that decision (I stand as an example). Still, as 
an organization, we have hired education staff with 
exceptional “soft skills,” despite some weaknesses on 
the technical end. Members sometimes react to this 
— our survey responses do include a contingent of the 
membership who have found fault in their examiner 
or clinicians skiing or riding (or application of the 
assessment criteria in general). 

In fact, this heavy reliance upon technical skills arises 
often in social media — we find it difficult to post 
images of staff or members skiing, as (regardless 
of the reason for the post) because instructors seek 
to demonstrate their own technical prowess by 
performing movement analysis on the image before 
them. Posts are “fraught with peril” as they serve 
as a humiliation game where strengths are ignored 
but weaknesses proclaimed loudly. We read these 
comments thinking “what sort of instructor is this 
in the field — who only sees faults and ignores the 
talents?” 

We are taking a long look at this condition within 
our organization, and reassessing what we value and 
why. Is it all about the “hot feet,” or is there more to 
a great instructor, and most importantly, how do we 
find the balance, and the minimum criteria for the 
standard. That is to say: “do exceptional skills in one 
domain offset deficiencies in another, and if so, to 
what extent?”

We think that (to some degree), they do. This 
isn’t to say that there are not minimum standards 
when it comes to functionally useful and accurate 
demonstrations, or for an understanding of 
appropriate and accurate movements — of course 
there must be. What we are coming to realize is that 
exceptional teachers might not always be exceptional 
skiers or riders, and that we have to better consider 
this when conducting our evaluations. 

Entering the 2021-2022 season, you will hear 
increasing discussion about the application of “people 
skills” in our clinics, and the assessment of those skills 
in exams. We will begin to apply feedback surrounding 
people skills- specifically in regard to communication, 
trust, awareness and connection. 

We invite you to begin the exploration as well — to 
review the qualities associated with “people skills” 
and how you represent them personally, as well as 
how your peers demonstrate their skills. 
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Uncle Mo
By Bradferd Miller

Keeping physical and mental fitness 
momentum rolling forward in 
the off-season was a breeze in my 

younger days, however that momentum 
gradually waned. 

A slower metabolism, less dedicated 
specific activities and a lethargic 
attitude led to poorer performances 
and aggravating winter injuries. Golf 
and waterskiing, with 12 oz. curls 
included, resulted in a 50 pound weight 
gain and a knee rebuild. Alas, youth’s 
fleeting immortality had turned about 
and produced a slob. Finally, following 
the suggestion of Mrs. Miller, I gave 
Mountain Biking a try. Within a year, 
I had lost 30 pounds, abstained from 
alcohol and kicked the nicotine habit. As 
importantly, my leg strength improved 
dramatically, my aerobic capacity 
improved drastically and my mental 
game sharpened. As the years progressed 
into decades, nagging injuries declined 
and I was able to expand my Snowsports 
horizons physically and mentally.

Other Important Changes
•   Angle Building is improved by tipping the bike (inside pedal higher 

and counter-steering).
•   Turn Shape is improved by changing direction around trees, rocks 

and/or other riders.
•   Coaches who compete have greater empathy for their athletes.
•   https://psia-c.org/wp-content/uploads/2010-Issue-3.pdf
•   https://psia-c.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/2019-Issue-4.pdf
•   https://psia-c.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/2018-Issue-3.pdf
•   https://psia-c.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/2015-Issue-4.pdf

If biking interests you as a way to keep the momentum going, check 
with your local bike shop in regard to a good 
bike and other accessories. Double-check 
with your doctor if you have health concerns. 
Explore local trail options, if applicable. 
Make sure your spouse is cool with your ride 
schedule. Finally, make your rides challenging, 
yet FUN. 

Keep the momentum going, Mis Amigos.

Brad Miller, 
PSIA-AASI-C Nordic Education Staff, 
Director: Nub’s Nob Winter Sports School, 
Norte: Coach Youth Mt. Bike program
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Once in a while, we receive a letter or email asking “Why does it cost so much to get certified?” I think it is 
a reasonable question and I wish to take a moment to explain our event price structure, and why some of 
those prices will inevitably rise.

In this context, let’s look at our “hard costs,” some variable costs and how we are different from any other division of 
PSIA-AASI (and why this matters). 

We currently have 92 active Education Staff members across the division, and our Education Staff are distinguished 
by both discipline and their “capacity” (i.e. EX1, EX2, EX3 — relating to the level at which they can examine). 
As you can see from this map, those Education Staff members are broadly distributed throughout the region. One 
priority of the organization is to ensure that we use our Education Staff in their highest and best capacity, that we 
expose members to a variety of clinic leaders, and that we avoid regional biases by encouraging our staff to travel. 
Travel is in fact our highest event related cost. 

In contrast to other divisions, where more than 80% of their membership (and Staff ) live within an hour or so 
drive from one another, Central Division is roughly 800 miles corner to corner, and there is a large body of water 
inconveniently placed in the middle of us. That lake takes a big toll on our expenses. 

To understand what those expenses are, we’ll look from 
an annual perspective first rather than event-by-event 
(they vary greatly, and this article would fill a Central 
Line). Those variables include group size, clinician 
availability and proximity, and regional lodging costs. 
Let’s look at average annual costs divided by average 
annual participation to arrive at the basis for our 
event pricing. We will also factor in the “fixed” costs 
of software for event calendaring and registration, and 
member services support as we establish events costs. We 
will leave out uniform costs, as they end up being fairly 
minor (but know that they are a contributing factor). 

So here are a few items to note:

1.   It costs us about $58,000 to conduct Education 
Staff training each year (National picks up a 
massive tab for committee and task force work as 

well). Roughly 1700 members typically take an 
event each year, so just about $34 of your event 
cost is in training costs.

2.   Average Event Expenses Annually: $57,721 
— that’s 33.95 per registrant per event/day in 
expenses.

3.   Education Staff currently make $115/day for 
clinics, $135/day for exams, and $20/hr. for 
independent virtual events (that works out to 
about $12.75 an hour, $15 an hour for exams) — 
totaling $49,236.75 annually. Divide that by total 
participation and we arrive at $28.96 for payroll 
per participant per event/day. 

4.   Software and administrative support (including $1 
per participant to the on-site event coordinator) 
which amounts to $31.00 per participant. 

Pricing Events
By Ron Shepard, Executive Director, Central Division

continued on page 13
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AA recent video of snowboarder Ryan Knapton 
(Reference 1) analyzed by Tom Gellie (The 
Big Picture Skiing) discusses the ease at which 

a snowboarder makes transitions between turns and 
what the skier can learn from this. To paraphrase, 
Tom suggests that the snowboarder has huge edge 
angles at the shaping phase of the turn and during the 
transition releases the pressure, allowing the center of 
mass to flow over the board without the aid of pushing 
on one ski as a skier might do. He figures the release in 
pressure is sufficient for a smooth transition between 
turns without any additional input from weight shift 
from ski to ski. This is, of course, the cross-under 
move (flexed at transition).

There is an 
additional aspect 
of the snowboard 
turn that is not 
mentioned and 
that is the ability 
of the snowboarder 
to actively twist 
(torsionally flex) 
the board during a 
turn. The following 
discussion deals 
with edge angle 
and its distribution 
along the length 
of the ski or 
snowboard. In this 
discussion, edge 
angle (EA) shown 
in Figure 1A, is 
defined as the angle 
between the snow 
surface and base of 
the ski/snowboard. 
It should not to be 

confused with platform angle (PA) as shown in Figure 
1B, which is the angle between the base of the ski 
and the balance axis. See Reference 2 for additional 
information on platform angle.

Figure 2 is a sequence of a skier in a carved turn 
(Reference 3). Shown in Figure 2C is the edge angle 
we are talking about, the angle of the ski base with the 
snow. As the skier or rider tips to one side, the edge 
angle increases. As the skier approaches the transition 
between turns, the edge angle decreases. In Figure 2A, 
the previous turn is near completion and the skier 
releases the edges to roll the skis over to a new turn. 

The skier moves through a phase where the skis are 
flat (Figure 2B) and then moves onto the new edge 
engagement shown in Figure 2C. In Figure 2C, we 
see the edge angle EA which is fairly constant along 
the edge of the ski. The skier has little direct influence 
on the edge angle distribution from the tip to the tail. 
There is some torsional flexibility(variation in torsional 
rigidity) with skis depending on stiffness, but the edge 
angle is fairly constant from tip to tail when on edge 
and skiing normally as shown in Figure 2. With a 
snowboard, if the rider is simply tipping without any 
lower leg input, the edge angle is also fairly constant 
along the length.

However, if the rider is utilizing torsional flexion 
twist (also called the gas pedal move) in turns is not 
constant along the length of the edge. Figure 3 is a 
diagram of a snowboard where the rider in regular 
stance (left foot leading) is twisting the board. At turn 
initiation from heel to toe side, the toe side leading 

Can Skiers Learn Anything 
From Watching A Carved Turn 
On A Snowboard?
By Chuck Roberts

Figure 1A

Figure 1B

Figure 2A Figure 2B Figure 2C
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edge angle is increased by pressing the leading foot 
toe edge, while the trailing heel edge is still engaged 
in Figure 3. This engages the leading toe edge of the 
board in the snow, initiating the turn. During the 
shaping phase of the turn, the trailing boot shin angle 
matches that of the front and the edge angle along the 
board is constant. At completion and initiation of the 
new turn, the leading foot changes edge from toe to 
heel along with increasing pressure on the leading heel 
edge, engaging the leading heel edge in the snow, thus 
starting the next turn. At this point, the trailing toe 
edge may still be engaged in the snow.

Figure 4 shows a 
rider transitioning 
between aggressive 
carved turns using 
torsional flexion 
(Reference 4). The 
rider has decreased 
the leading toe side 
edge angle A while 
transitioning to 

the heel side turn. The trailing toe side edge angle B 
is greater than A. As the rider reaches the transition, 

the trailing toe edge is still engaged in the snow while 
the leading heel edge is also engaged in the snow. 
Unlike the skier whose skis are flat at the transition, 
the snowboarder who is aggressively using torsional 
flexion never passes through a phase where the board is 
essentially flat without edge engagement. The rider is 
varying the edge angle distribution along the length of 
the board using lower leg movements perpendicular to 
the long axis of the board. This makes for a very stable 
and smooth transition between carved turns along 
with the pressure release described in Reference 1. 
Skiers can make very smooth transitions between turns 
as illustrated in Figure 2, but do not have the benefit 
of changing edge angle along the length of the ski. 
Skiers can evaluate the movements of a snowboarder 
and how it may affect their skiing but the ability to 
actively vary the edge angle along the length of the 
snowboard is purely a snowboard technique.  

1.   Snowboard turn analysis by Professional 
Skier Tom Gellie, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=N0t8qROR7x0

2.   Ron LeMaster, http://www.ronlemaster.com

3.   Dusty Dyar, photos courtesy of Grant Nakamura

4.   Scott Anfang, photo courtesy of Grant Nakamura

Chuck Roberts teaches at Wilmot Mountain in 
Wisconsin. He is a Level III Ski Instructor, a Level 
II Snowboard Instructor and Level I Freestyle 
Specialist. He has been teaching skiing since 1970 
and snowboarding since 1987.

Figure 4

Figure 3
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by Erika Meier, Training Coordinator, Cascade Mountain, PSIA-C Education Staff Examiner

Is this how you teach pole touch? Just plant your 
pole and turn around it.  Or is there more to it? 
Most guests think of using poles to help them 

with balance and to move around on the flats.  Some 
instructors say we use pole touch to create rhythm and 
flow.  Pole touch can be much more than helping with 
balance and rhythm and flow. Pole usage can create 
efficient and effective skiing. 

Let’s start with how to grip the pole and keep you safe. 

When putting on your pole strap come up from the 
bottom of the loop and pinch the strap between your 
hand and the pole handle.  This will allow the poles to 
fall free if you fall and not get caught on your thumb 
causing an injury. 

A firm handshake around the handle of the pole and at 
the top of the handle is a good hand position.  We are 
looking for muscular tension and not rigidness in the 
hands and arms. 

Pole tips and baskets are behind us vs. the Zombie or 
Frankenstein look where the arms are straight out in 
front and the poles are straight up and down. 

In our peripheral vision we can see our hands gripping 
the poles.

Now that we know how to safely hold the poles, let’s 
look at efficient and effective pole usage. (“The Basic 
Pole Plant”)

How many times do you see guests using their arms, 
swinging from the shoulder when using their poles?   

The more efficient action comes from activating 
the wrist-swinging the basket forward with minimal 
arm movement. You can have your guests create an 
awareness of how the wrist and grip move the basket 
together (and body), rather than using the arm to 
attain a pole swing.  

What about the timing? Does the guest start the turn 
before touching the pole to the snow? Does the guest 
touch the pole and glide a distance before turning? 
Does the guest touch the uphill pole and then turn 
downhill?

Let’s talk pole swing mechanics: 

We actually start moving our pole forward in the finish 
phase of the turn. As we begin to release our edges, our 
wrist starts to swing the pole forward. 

The pole swing is ultimately engineered to help draw 
your body (Center of Mass-[CM]) into the turn 
and the actual plant, or touch, will aid in stability as 
you change your edges.   Imagine a string that runs 
from your elbow to your hip.  As you swing that pole 
forward and towards the direction that you want to 
turn it should “pull” your hips (or Center of Mass) in 
that same direction helping to keep you centered over 
your skis and allowing you to change your edges in one 
fluid motion. Swing and touch your left pole to initiate 
a left turn. Swing and touch your right pole to initiate 
a right turn. The direction in which you swing your 
pole is entirely dependent on where you are going next.

Just Plant Your Pole 
and Turn Around It!

Inefficient arm swing
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What about the spot on the snow where we plant/
touch the tip of the pole?  This depends on the turn 
shape and pitch of the hill.  Most of the time, in short 
to medium radius turns we strike the pole tip in the 
green zone (See below).  

In long radius turns, the pole tip might swing into red 
zone (See below). Touching the pole in long radius 
turns may disrupt flow. Swinging the pole forward 
in long radius turns is still important as it creates 
movement into the future. Ultimately, if you direct 
your pole swing down the fall line and your body 
toward the apex of the new turn, then, you will be 
developing the movements required for accurate pole 
usage.

Pole usage that 
is efficient and 
effective in 
stabilizing the 
upper body as you 
move down the 
hill:

The pole touch 
happens just as your skis are flat on the snow, for that 
nanosecond, when your whole body is squared up and 
ready to move into the new turn.   The pole touch/
plant not only helps us move our body into the turn, 
it can also help stabilize our upper body by offering 
another point of contact with the snow.  This is true 
with a “blocking/stabilizing pole plant” used in bumps, 
steeps, and when performing dynamic short turns. 
Imagine you are on a steep powdery run, or clipping 
off some dynamic short radius turns, as your ski edges 
are releasing and move towards being flat, would it 
not be effective and efficient to use your pole plant to 
stabilize your upper body? The pole “plant” offers a 
solid point of contact with the snow which enhances 
your ability to turn.  

So, the next time you 
get asked what are 
those “sticks” used 
for, hopefully you can 
provide some insights 
that will direct them 
toward more efficient 
and effective skiing.

Key Points
•   CM moves towards the apex of the new turn.

•   Pole touch is directed more down the fall line.

•   The pole swing pulls the CM into the new turn.

•   Once the pole is touched to the snow, your hand 
moves forward over the top of the pole, as if you are 
shifting a sports car from second to third gear.

Possible exercises to use to develop timing and accuracy 
in your pole touch/plant.

•   While standing, utilize your wrist to move the basket 
forward and touch the snow.

•   Next, as you bend your wrist, allow your arm to 
press slightly forward and allow your hips to open 
and also move forward.

•   Traverse the hill extending in knees, hips and spine 
as you direct the pole tip to the snow-note how your 
skis want to follow. Do in both directions. Repeat as 
necessary.

•   Walk the “S” line.

-   Hand moves forward over the top of the pole as 
you walk forward

-   Shoulders do not rotate as you go past the pole.

•   Power Wedge with pole touch blended into short 
radius turns.

•   Side slips with a pole touch blended into short to 
medium radius turns.

Teaching guests to properly use their poles can be 
hard work but have great benefit. I hope these notes 
will help you to make a wonderful day for one of 
your guests. Get out there and have some fun!
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The PSIA-AASI-Central Education Foundation (CEF), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, intends to make meaningful 
differences in the Snowsports industry using the resources of the association and its members.

The CEF recently refocused its mission to reflect this new direction.

CEF Mission
To provide an educational pathway for all to participate and prepare for a role in the Snowsports industry. 

CEF Vision
•  Broaden cultural, demographic, and economic participation 
•  Provide access to grants, connections, mentorships, and volunteers 
•  Remove impediments associated with joining the Snowsports industry

As early as this winter, the CEF plans to fund and support programs around the Midwest. The main areas of focus 
this season and in the future will involve organizing and/or funding educational trips to resorts for youth from non-
traditional backgrounds to learn about Snowsports and the business that makes the fun possible. These are young 
individuals who may have never tried skiing or snowboarding, much less considered a role in the Snowsports industry.

Given the passion you, as a Central Division member, have for sliding on snow — and sharing that with others — the 
CEF Board of Directors hopes that you share our excitement in the foundation’s new direction. Please consider sharing 
your time, talent, and financial support.

Help the Central Education 
Foundation Make a Difference
By Andrea Brown
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So, the total “average” cost basis for events is $131.03.

Now, there are some things to consider in this formula 
— our numbers are averaged, but as mentioned earlier, 
many of our events run “under capacity” such that the 
total revenue from the event does not cover the total 
event costs.* Others run as “full” groups, and these 
events often subsidize the undersubscribed ones. 

*Side note- We don’t like to cancel events, although we 
also find that events with low participation lack an 
effective group dynamic — not every cancellation is 
revenue based — sometimes small groups just don’t work.

Finally, some events have relatively low costs (like 
webinars, where the principle expense is labor), and 
these events serve to keep the overall cost basis low, 
and although seemingly expensive, these events serve 
to keep the cost basis low. 

That’s what we must consider initially, allowing us to 
now consider a few other details. 

For some virtual content (e.g. Webinars), we pay the 
Staff for development of one-time productions. For 
others, we only pay them to lead the courses. Those 
can be very cost effective, and we are happy to lead 
the nation in the creation of this type of content. In 
other instances, (such as paired exams), we have two 
Examiners per day, representing double the event 
costs to the organization. Additionally, exams involve 
scoring time, and in some cases — the virtual tech/
m.a., for instance, scoring can take as long or longer 
than the exam session itself. Exams are unquestionably 
the most expensive events to conduct, as we must 
select Staff by EX level, get them to the event, and pay 
them in pairs for a longer day. Ski-With-The-D-Team 
events also have a high cost threshold, yet often end 
up breaking even or better for the organization. The 
next most expensive events are those at the geographic 
boundaries of the division and involving multiple 
overnights (think Missouri and North Dakota), 
followed by our large “social” style events — like Afton 
Alps and Boyne Highlands, where travel costs climb 
rapidly as we bring in sufficient Staff from throughout 
the midwest and the nation. 

With all of this to consider, it is difficult to establish 
an across-the-board pricing model, even though 
we regularly get requests for one. Members, and 
prospective members ask “what’s an event cost?” and 
we typically say “it depends.” We do have a “baseline” 

of $20/CEU for education events — but for most  
we factor in for scoring time, paired Examiners 
($36/CEU), and discount for multiple day events to 
recognize the administrative cost savings realized. 

Finally, some alternative products which have CEU’s 
attached — like waivers, and for-credit education 
that does not come from PSIA-AASI, involve 
administration time but no direct Education Staff 
wages. These credits do serve to offset our training 
costs (in accounting we might think of this as  
“un-utilized training” expense).

Expenses are the sole reason for event cost creep, but 
not the sole justification. While Central Education 
Staff have the same credentials as those in other 
divisions (in fact, some work for more than one 
division), our Staff is paid the lowest amount of any 
in PSIA-AASI, between 25% and 50% less than 
educators in other divisions. Our per diem rate ($40/
Day) is 20%-50% less than other divisions pay per day 
for meals. Our Mileage rate of .45/mile is below the 
Federal allowance of .56/mile

Event Cost Basis Figures

Expense Current Proposed

Training $34.12 $35.00

Expenses (Travel, 
Lodging, Meals)

$33.95
$40.00* 
Represents .50/mile, $45/day

Payroll $28.96 $34.00

Administrative & 
Software Support

$33.00
$34.00* 
* Expected increase in support 

costs

Total Average 
Event Costs

$131.03 $143.00

It is time for this to change of course. It is reasonable 
to request that our Education Staff be suitably 
compensated for their respective knowledge and 
abilities and for their time and commitment. We can’t 
lower the operating expenses associated with events 
— lodging and meal costs continue to rise, and have 
been on the rise since this pay structure was developed 
a decade or more ago. It is our goal to manage our 
efficiencies where we can, to maximize our virtual 
opportunities where revenue-to-costs can offset other 
expenses, and to raise event prices enough to bring the 
average Education Staff pay to $18/Hr., the per diem 
to $45, and the mileage to .50/mile.

Pricing Events continued from page 7

continued on page 14



Raising prices is never easy, and marketers speak of 
thresholds and pain points. We are not pricing for 
marketing though — as a not for profit organization, 
intent upon offering exceptional clinics and exams, 
our price adjustments for 2021-2022 are intended to 
address pay, cover expenses, and leave enough margin 
for error that group size restrictions from a possible 
COVID-19 resurgence don’t crush us. I hope that we 
can count on your support for this goal!

it. Two, finding the correlation between skating and 
skiing was immensely helpful. And three, being the 
student and feeling the pressures of learning a sport 
gave me that perspective back. 

The best part — I participated in both sessions. The 
morning session allowed me to pick the sport back up 
and learn a few new things. I’ll be honest, I killed it! 
(That’s not the best part).

The best part was the afternoon session. One of the 
participants hadn’t rollerbladed in a long time and 
was taking it slow. Since I had already participated, 
our instructor had me take this student through the 
progression utilized in the morning session. We moved 
at her pace and broke down the movements focusing 
on stance, pressure/picking up one skate on each side 
and progressed into turning. She did great! 

This event showed the participant that rollerblading 
is a fast-paced method in which to stay in shape while 
working on the same skills used in skiing, including, 
but not limited to: balance, stance, coordination, turn 
initiation, and leg rotation movements/steering.

It was another wonderful reminder of why I got 
into instruction — it’s fun to learn something and 
get proficient at it. It’s even better to teach someone 
something new and watch their results.

My encouragement to you is try a Skate to Ski event. 
There’s so much to be gained for your personal skiing 
and your professional teaching.

Dave McKinley 
Central Division Telemark Education Staff 
Snow Sports School Director at Perfect North Slopes 
teledavem@gmail.com 
@teledavem

Pricing Events continued from page 13

Skate To Ski continued from page 3
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CALLING ALL MEMBERS!
Whether you are a seasoned veteran or a 
person interested in experiencing Telemark 
Skiing for the first time, Central Tele 
is here for you! Tele Educational Staff 
members are currently working on the 
2022 Event Schedule with events ranging 
from Introductory Clinics to Workshops 
to Certifications. We’ll be starting this fall 
with a Webinar entitled “Conversations for 
the Tele-curious,” and we welcome your 
participation. If you have any questions 
about events, Telemark Gear, or anything in 
between, let us know. 
We are here to help!

John Fay 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan’s UP

Kurt Garcia 
Southern Lower Michigan, Ohio

Brad Miller  
PSIA-AASI- C Nordic Rep; Michigan; 
Bnmillski@gmail.com

Mr. Jody Proudfit (shown above) attained his Telemark Level II 
Certification last season. We apologize for not including his name 
in the list of New Certified Instructors.
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Understanding the Assessment Form
By By Ron Shepard, Executive Director, Central Division; Level III Alpine and Level III Telemark. Education Staff Member.

If you take a look at the Alpine “Skiing” Assessment 
form (you can find an example at psia-c.org) you’ll 
note that the card is divided into 3 categories. 

They are “Highlighted,” “Blended,” and “Applied.” 

Test candidates often ask about the meaning of each 
of these terms, and how they apply to their exam 
performance. 

Although this seems out-of-order, we’ll start with the 
“Blended” category. It is in this section that a skier 
is assessed on the basic, or threshold elements of the 
exam. These skiing tasks represent equal application 
of the skills of rotary, edge, and pressure control in the 
Venn Diagram commonly depicted in PSIA education 
materials. Wedge Turns, Wedge Christy, Basic Parallel, 
Medium Radius Turns — all of these forms of skiing 
occur with (somewhat) equal portions of the skills.  

In another perspective, this category also answers the 
question “does the candidate accurately demonstrate 
skiing at the assessed level via these primary tasks?”

Again, sort of ‘shaking up’ the order of operation 
from the card, the “Applied” category asks a 
follow-up question — “if we change the speed, the 
environment, and the expected accuracy (or precision) 
of the task, is the skier able to adjust?” This is where 
moguls, dynamic skiing and varied turn radius come 
into play. In other words, can the skier appropriately 
adjust their skill blend to suit the task at hand? Your 
“Applied” score describes your skiing versatility. 

The “Highlighted” category is much different. This 

portion of the form is used to describe the candidate’s skiing to the candidate 
— while you can “pass” or “fail” this section, it is rare for a candidate to 
be successful in both the Blended and Applied categories and not in the 
Highlighted — because the highlighted elements should be inherent in your 
overall skiing. 

Using the five fundamentals of Alpine Skiing as a framework, the 
Highlighted” section asks about your ability to isolate skills, to show 
competency in doing so, and to demonstrate a functional image to a student. 
Using the highlighted tasks, an Examiner can explain explain strengths 
or shortcomings at the fundamental level, and how they appear or fail to 
appear later in the scorecard.  An example might be that a skier who has 
trouble managing speed and balance in their short radius turns may also 
have difficulty maintaining a corridor in their “pivot slips.” The Examiner 
therefore uses the highlighted task of “pivot slips” to call attention to the 
Alpine fundamental related to (in this example) managing pressure along the 
length of the ski. 

Again, Highlighted Tasks serve two distinct purposes — to describe the candidate’s 
abilities relative to the five fundamentals AND to assess that candidate’s ability to 
demonstrate common teaching exercises as a functional image.

Understanding how your Examiner is using the tool will help you to better 
interpret your results.
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A basic blended task my look 
like this in a Venn Diagram.

While Pivot Slips, which involve emphasis upon 
rotary movements and pressure management 
along the length of the ski (with limited edge 
control in a limited range) might appear like this.


